MARIUM HAMID
STUDENT SERVICES MANAGER
SPEAKEASY

- Re-vamp outreach strategy to increase student engagement and utilization of the Service.
VICE

Increase student recognition of Vice by building connections with community partners.
TUTORING

- Build reputation of service and lower cost per student to $25/head.

You only need tutoring if you are failing a class.

False. Tutors can help everyone.
FOODBANK

- Implement a new inventory management system through the use of Square

“I’m aware that we have inventory software, but my way is easier.”
SAFEWALK

- Data Collection and App
- Continue and Expand Athletics Partnerships
- Address Perception of Service
- Work with UBC VPS to bring down costs of operation
ADVOCACY

- Integrate a better information management system
- Hire volunteers that help with the influx of cases
- Establish close referral with ESPs, International House and Academic Advising
eHub

- Prepare for Launch.
- Enroll 8 teams and see to their success.
- Ensure diversity and sustainability.
IT TAKES a WHOLE CAMPUS

Mental Health... A PROCESS OF
EMPOWERMENT

Do you have the skills you need?
Stressed? It can make you sick

Physical & Social SETTINGS
It happens wherever you are!

Advocacy
for public policies to take care of adults, kids, babies & our unborn future generations

Affects Your HEALTH

We use a lot of ALCOHOL
Is this because

We feel OVERWHELMED
UNSATISFIED in our work

Are alcohol policies enforced on campus?

MENTAL HEALTH

Important: not just for campuses

MENTAL HEALTH (should) care about mental health

It affects Productivity

Promote MENTAL HEALTH in your SETTING:
- physical
- psychosocial
- emotional

It starts years before you get here...

Do students need me to do MORE than just TEACH?